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SPANISH FLU CASE STUDY: HEALTHCARE IN CANADA AS A
SHARED GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITY
Erin Doupe

Grade Level
10,11/12

Themes


Canada & the Global Community



Canadian Identity



Discover Your Community



Industry, Invention & Technology



Media & Communications



National Politics



Provincial/Territorial Politics



Social Justice



Women

Subject Area
Social Studies/History/ Civics

Lesson Overview/Summary
This lesson will explore the impact of the Spanish Flu pandemic on the development of a public health
system integrated across all three levels of government in Canada through a civics-based inquiry model
with a particular focus on the concepts of political thinking: political significance, objectives and results,
stability and change, and political perspective.

Time Required
Two 75 minute periods.

Historical Thinking Concepts


Establish political significance



Use primary and secondary source evidence



Identify objectives and results



Analyze stability and change
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Learning Outcomes
To acquire knowledge through the gathering of information so to evaluate the effect of the Spanish
Flu epidemic on the development of a coordinated public health system in Canada while deepening
understanding of government responsibilities at each level of our federal system.
Student will to able to:


Explain the difference between an outbreak, an endemic, an epidemic, and a pandemic.



Identify government health organizations at each level of our federal system and outline their
respective duties in relation to the spreading of the flu virus.



Identify an international health organization and outline its duties in relation to the spreading of the
flu virus.



Locate information using a variety of sources provided by the teacher.



Employ the inquiry process
»»

Formulate questions to guide research on the question “Why is public health a shared
responsibility in Canada?”

»»

Gather and organize information from sources provided by the teacher

»»

Interpret and analyze information to determine a relationship between the Spanish Flu of
1918/1919 and the development of Public Health in Canada.

»»

Evaluate information and draw a conclusion about the need for the different levels of
governments to coordinate their efforts in order to care for the health of the populace.

»»

Communicate findings through demonstrating understanding of the varied responsibilities of
federal, provincial, and municipal government in respect to health.

Background Information
Students will require background knowledge on the levels of government in Canada and their respective
responsibilities.

The Lesson Activity
Part 1: Activating		

(10 minutes)

How will students be prepared for learning?
Begin the class by watching the following public health services video warning of the dangers of passing
on the flu.
Discuss with class: What is the purpose this video? Who is the target audience? Who created it? What is the
point that the video is trying to present? Have you ever seen a video or advertisement like this before? What
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are other public health videos, radio ads, etc. that you can recall? Who is responsible for creating these
videos?

Part 2: Activating		

(55 minutes)

What strategies facilitate learning for groups and individuals?
In groups, define the following terminology: outbreak, endemic, epidemic, pandemic.
In a placemat activity, apply knowledge of levels of government to determine what the responsibility of each
level government would be in protecting the public from a flu outbreak.
(See BLM A)
Use websites provided by the teacher to locate information on public health responsibilities at the
municipal, provincial, federal, and international level:


Frequently Asked Questions



The Role of WHO in Public Health

Distribute two articles to the groups. Give half of each group the first article and the other half the second
article.


“Canada’s Influenza Epidemic: A Story of Heartache and Progress” by Andrew Belyea,
DefiningMomentsCanada.ca, 2018.



“How the Average Canadian Fought the Flu” by Ellen Scheinberg, DefiningMomentsCanada.ca,
2018.

Guide students through a Think-Pair-Share activity using an I see—I think—I wonder protocol in which each
pair reading the same article reads theirs for 3 minutes. They must think quietly for 1 minute afterward
about something they observed or had “seen” in the reading, something the article made them think about,
and something the article made them wonder. These statements shall be recorded separately on sticky
notes. The teacher should select a student to begin sharing by their I see- I think-I wonder ideas for 30
seconds. Afterwards, partners reverse roles.
Following the Think-Pair-Share activity, the teacher should ask students to stick their notes onto the wall or
chalk board according to the following cascade of categories:
Physiological Effects
		

Spread of Disease

			

Effects on Communities

				

Disease Control Efforts
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These categories shall become the basis of a class inquiry.
Students shall be arranged in groups based on their own their I see-I think-I wonder responses. The teacher
should aim to assemble groups so that all members have displayed an interest in the topic they are to
research more thoroughly.
Once the class has been re-organized into their research groups, students are asked to re-read their article
albeit much more slowly (approximately 10 minutes) and thoroughly than the first time. As they read,
students need to gather and organize information by highlighting text and taking margin notes on content
that relates to their research topic. (Approximately 20 minutes)
As students gather and organize their information, the teacher should draw a brainstorm web (see BLM B)
on the chalkboard/whiteboard/smart board and invite groups as they complete their research to contribute
two of their findings to the brainstorming web. The topic of the brainstorm should be How did Spanish Flu
reveal a need for a federal public health organization?
Once all groups have collaborated and contributed to the class brainstorm, ask the students to consider
the information before them and draw a conclusion about why is public health is a shared responsibility
between all levels of government in Canada? (Approximately 10 minutes)

Part 3: Applying		

(15 minutes)

How will students demonstrate their understanding?
Conclude the lesson with an exit card (See BLM C). Ask students to prepare 3 public service
announcements tweets with health information for flu season.
Consider the specific public health responsibility of each level of government and tailor tweets to each level
of government: municipal, provincial, and federal.
The teacher will post 3 pieces chart paper around the classroom with the twitter handles


@GovCanHealth



@ONTHealth



@HealthUnit

And add hashtag (#) PublicHealth at the top of each.
Students will stick their exit cards beneath the correct twitter handle before leaving the class.
Teachers may prefer to use multiple colours of sticky notes for this activity

Materials and Resources:


The Flu: Don’t Pass It On
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Sticky Notes



“Canada’s Influenza Epidemic: A Story of Heartache and Progress” by Andrew Belyea,
DefiningMomentsCanada.ca, 2018



“How the Average Canadian Fought the Flu” by Ellen Scheinberg, DefiningMomentsCanada.ca,
2018



Information gatherer placemat



Chart Paper
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BLM A: Placement Activity

Why is Public Health a Shared Responsibility?
Define the following terms:


Outbreak



Endemic



Epidemic



Pandemic

(1) Name of Health Organization

Responsibilities:

(2) Name of Health Organization

Responsibilities:

(3) Name of Health Organization

Responsibilities:

BLM B: Collaborative Class Brainstorm and Synthesis Activity
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BLM C: Exit Ticket
Create 3 tweets of no more that 280 characters. One for each level of government, addressing a common
public health concern: flu season. Demonstrate your knowledge and understanding of the levels of
government and their responsibilities by crafting a message regarding flu protection, prevention, and care
relevant to the appropriate level of government.

@GovCanHealth #PublicHealth

Name

@ONTHealth #PublicHealth

Name
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